Time is really the only capital that any
human being has and the thing that he
can least afford to waste or lose…

READ

Thomas Edison

SPEED READING

Curtail Your
Study Time
By Half
or More!

Boost your reading speed by double
or more in just 10 days
Comprehension, Concentration, Recall and Retention

Effective Reading, Increased Efficiency
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Are you Slow or Speedy?

READ

Answer these questions to know where you stand:
· Do you read one word at a time?
· Do you read the words twice (or more) to extract meaning?
· Do you vocalize or sub-vocalize while reading?
· Do you find it difficult to read when new words are used?
· Do you lack the ability to retain & recall information read earlier?

Did you answer it affirmative?
You are under-utilizing your potential to read fast.
Enroll for the 10 days “Speed Reading Program” at Write Right
today!
Groom yourself into a Speed Reader.

Did you answer it negative?
Congratulations! You are reading much faster than other average
students. But is that all? Wouldn't you want to read even faster?

The Benefits
…10 hours to longevity
10 days to “Speed Reading”… Get the
crux of the course contents here:

Additional Play Time

Reading with speed allows you to have more spare time for
family and friends.
Improved Grades

Faster Reading helps absorb larger information in short time
and thus develop better focus. You start previewing the
contents faster and effectively that automatically reflects
during tests.
More Knowledge

When reading becomes faster, you have liberty to explore
beyond the course books. This embraces you with added
knowledge gathered from different sources.

· Reading
· Misconceptions about reading
· Speed Reading
· Speed and Efficient Reading
· Reading, Comprehension and Brain
· Techniques of Memory Retention
· Getting over slow reading habits
· Goodbye to “word-by-word” reading
· Expanding vocabulary
· Tests on Speed and Comprehension

Authorized Training Center
Plentiful Opportunities

Being a speed reader gives you an edge over your
classmates and keeps you in the forefront.
Master of all Assignments

With Read Right's Speed Reading program, you excel in all
your assignments in the classroom and are labeled
extraordinary. Success becomes inevitable as a result of the
jaw-dropping effects of accelerated reading.

info@mmtpl.com

